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Dual Forces: Chrome & Helios Creed DVD - Music Video Distributors 2006 

 
 

Featured Musical Videos Include: 
-- Chrome's "New Age" (from Red Exposure) 
-- Chrome's "Meet You In The Subway" (from Ralph Records' Subterranean Modern V/A compilation) 
-- Chrome's "Danger Zone" (from No Humans Allowed) 
-- Chrome's "Firebomb" (from Third From The Sun) 
-- Helios Creed's "The Rant" (from The Last Laugh) 
-- Helios Creed's "Your Spaceman" (from 7") 
-- Helios Creed's "Sandbox Jungle" (from Deep Blue Love Vacuum) 
-- Helios Creed's "Exodus" (from Activated Condition)  

Featured Live Performances Include: 
-- The 1998 Chrome line-up performing "Armageddon" from Third From The Sun 
-- Helios Creed's 2006 line-up performing "The Beginning Of Light" from Deep Blue Love Vacuum  

Other Enjoyable Doohickeys Include: 
-- Two Chrome music video bloopers involving fear, pain and laughter 
-- A TIMELINE, spanning thirty years, covering the discography and history of Chrome and Helios Creed  

Mark Prindle's Comments Include: 
-- Most of the videos are just blurry colored negatives of different things, and band performances. 
-- "Exodus" is not listed on the box or title screen; it is a hidden 'Easter Egg' that pops up after the Helios Creed videos 
when you press "Play All." Also, it features cartoon aliens abducting chickens, so you don't want to miss that. 
-- "Sandbox Jungle" isn't listed on the box, but is included on the disc; it features Fabienne Shine's face, through the 
magic of computer animation, merging with that of a kitty cat. So that's not something you're not going to want to view 
in its entirety. 
-- I love these songs, but the videos are terrible! Just amateurish blurry colorized obscure pixellated video artworks that 
don't do much and then end after 3 minutes. Highly recommended. 
-- This morning I had my blood taken for a 6-month cholesterol check. Then I went to the bathroom a couple hours ago 
and discovered that both my nose and buttock were bleeding. Although I was not 'put under' or 'knocked out' prior to 
having my blood taken, I'm fairly certain that the medical technician 'froze time' and 'fucked me in the ass and nose' 
-- Although I neither use MySpace nor can verify that this is actually *THE* Helios Creed, there's a Helios Creed 
MySpace page at http://www.myspace.com/therealhelioscreed. If you have that kind of free time, you should visit. 
Alternately, you could find a hobby of some sort. If your name is Jim Laakso, this hobby might include transcribing the 
Tom Troccoli interview tape I gave to you like four fucking months ago. 
-- The disc is Region 0, so you can watch it no matter where you are!!!! (as long as you have an NSTC player; it won't 
work on PAL, the format used in most European countries) So ENJOY!!!!! No matter WHERE you are!!!!!! 
-- I fuckin' LOVE "Moving In Stereo" by The Cars. I'm listening to it right now is why I brought it up. But this version 
has Todd Rundgren singing so it's not quite as good. But hey! I'd like to see Ric Ocasek cover TR-I: The 
Individualist!!!!!  
-- Christ, no I wouldn't. That's a terrible record. 
-- Coming soon from Ric Ocasek: RO-I: The Individual Investor 
-- The DVD's total running time is approximately 43 minutes, and the list price is $14.95.  
-- If you are either a fan of Chrome or Helios Creed, or not a fan of Chrome or Helios Creed, THIS CD IS A MUST-
OWN. 
-- There, now everyone in the world will buy it and I'll be a hero. (*clears space on trophy shelf for Music Video 
Distributors' "Best Reviewer Ever" statuette*)  

 


